JUNIOR
KINDERGARTEN
PROGRAM

“TO NURTURE, EDUCATE AND INSPIRE IN CHRIST CENTRED LEARNING AND SERVING”

Junior Kindergarten
Guelph Community Christian School
The following booklet was prepared to provide you with an introductory look at the Junior Kindergarten
Program at Guelph Community Christian School. Since the JK was first introduced in 2003, we have been
working to shape and refine the program so that it reflects “best teaching practices” and invites our littlest
learners to experience the awe, wonder, and amazing love of our great God.
Introductory Comments:
My name is Hieke Klapwyk and I have been
teaching Junior Kindergarten at Guelph
Community Christian School since 2003. It has
been a life-long pleasure and delight for me to
work with young children who are at the cusp of
life and learning. In Junior Kindergarten, each
day is filled with curiosity, wonder, and
exuberance. As we investigate the mystery of
God’s amazing world, we are learning to be
artists, mathematicians, readers and writers,
athletes, singers, scientists, earth keepers, and
friends. We are learning to appreciate one
others’ differences and to live in peace and
harmony with each other. The love of God keeps
us grounded and the mercy of Christ teaches us
that forgiveness is the best antidote for conflict.
Kindergarten is a place that invites kindness, imagination, contemplation, innovation, playfulness,
creativity, building, dancing, and singing - on the part of both the student and the teacher! It is a place
of entitlement where we grow blissfully tired but never old! It has been a tremendous blessing for me to
be part of the GCCS team since 2003 and to work in a wonderfully equipped classroom where “My heart
belongs to Kinder!”
Mrs. Klapwyk lives with her husband in the small town of Elora. They attend church in Guelph. Hieke and Jack appreciate spending
time with each other, with extended family, friends, and their four grown-up kids! Together, they enjoy hiking, biking, roadtripping, camping, swimming, and summer folk festivals. Hieke also enjoys listening to audio books while she grows a
“fantastically” giant garden of spring, summer, and fall flowers.
Hieke is passionate about her role as a teacher and considers related responsibilities to be as much of a hobby as they are her
job. She enjoys ongoing opportunities to participate in professional development experiences. Mrs. Klapwyk has served on the
Kindergarten Advisory Committee of the Ontario Alliance of Christian Schools, and has offered workshops to teachers of young
children at several provincial teacher conferences. Mrs. Klapwyk graduated with an ECEDH diploma from Humber College in 1979.
She has worked extensively with young children, spent many years as the music and worship ministry coordinator at her home
church, and has had a great deal of experience working with children who exhibit special needs.

A Philosophical Overview
Junior Kindergarten at GCCS offers a blended program with a variety of structured and unstructured
opportunities each school day. There are opportunities for unhindered exploration of classroom materials
and there are expectations for participation in guided small and large group learning activities.
The classroom is equipped by the teacher with changing centres or provocations which are intended to
invite student exploration and discovery. Daily circle activities provide opportunities for guided learning
in areas of literacy, math, music , and science. Each school day begins and ends with a devotional time
of singing and prayer. Bible instruction occurs during each day’s early morning circle.
Teaching objectives are integrated in JK which means that while specific times are set aside for math,
literacy, and music instruction, goals in these areas are constantly overlapping as students explore
changing themes and interests. While there is a predetermined schedule of themes planned for each
school year, there is a great deal of flexibility built into the program to allow for inquiry and exploration
based on changing student interests.

A commitment to “hands-on teaching and learning” ensures that children are actively involved in
manipulating 3-D materials in the classroom. Exercise opportunities, and regular body breaks respect the
need for students to be “on the move” throughout the school day.
Classroom activities are supplemented each week with an opportunity to visit the gym, the school library
and to meet senior reading buddies. Regular school chapels provide inspirational opportunities for JK
students to join the entire student body in faith and worship activities.
At GCCS we believe that God is present in all aspects of life and learning . Every dimension of our program
is therefore, guided and inspired by the principles of the Christian faith. A document outlining specific
guiding principles is available on request.
Math concepts, literacy concepts and handwriting skills are taught using
a systematic approach with weekly goals and objectives. In addition to
providing students with basic knowledge in areas of reading, writing, and
math readiness based on Ministry of Education standards, GCCS
endeavours to challenge and encourage student learning and growth in
areas of character development, communication, collaboration, critical
thinking, creativity, citizenship and self-confidence. The JK classroom is
equipped with an Apple TV and with a set of iPads to allow for the
integration of technology into various aspects of the program.

Junior Kindergarten is the first of a two year Kindergarten program. At GCCS, we recognize that vast
discrepancies occur between students in terms of developmental readiness in areas of language,
cognition, motor skills and independence during the kindergarten years.
Our goal is to identify and
respect cultural differences and the developmental readiness of every child. Throughout the school year,
students are challenged to take small steps forward based on their own personal developmental
strengths and needs.
The need for love and laughter among children is
universal. Given that children learn best through
play and given that they thrive in a happy, loving
environment, kinder teachers at GCCS are
committed to providing a fun, happy, safe, and
nurturing setting which fosters both play and
playful learning.

The Program
GCCS offers a core three day Junior Kindergarten Program on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays
throughout the school year. In addition, parents may wish to enroll their child in one or both days of a
supplementary kindergarten program at the school called K+. This program operates on Tuesdays and
Thursdays and is run by an alternate teacher in an alternate classroom.

The Indoor Space
The JK classroom is housed in the Kinder Wing of the school building. A large and comfortable cubby area
provides a place for students to dress, undress, and park their things before entering the classroom. The
JK classroom is spacious, bright, and well equipped with a changing selection of books, games, art supplies,
and open-ended play materials. A small washroom is stationed in one corner of the classroom and allows
students easy access to a toilet and hand washing facilities throughout the school day.
A large gym and school library are within a few easy walking steps of the classroom and allow for regular
access to gym equipment and library materials.

The Outdoor Space
A fenced in Junior Playground with a variety of simple play structures offers a safe and inspiring outdoor
play space for young children. A large spreading oak tree in the centre of the yard provides optional
shelter from the sun, a resting place for birds and insects, and a seasonal demonstration of bark,
branches, buds, leaves, and seeds.
The GCCS property encompasses ten acres of land in the middle of the city and offers a beautiful space
for JK students to be involved in guided seasonal walks, gardening, picnics, sports, outdoor teaching and
learning, sledding, skating, day-time camping, nature studies, etc. The back of the school property also
offers an easy passage to Centennial Hill, the Municipal Street Playground, and the Speed River Trail.
JK students are invited to access the larger play structures behind the school building during the final term
of the school year.

Your Child’s Safety
Your child’s safety is of utmost importance to us
at GCCS. Our “sign-in” and “sign-out” policy was
designed to ensure the safe arrival and departure
of JK students to and from the classroom each
school day. Dedicated staff are assigned to
supervise JK students during the teacher’s
designated breaks and during each outdoor play
session. Bus buddies offer support in assisting JK
students to and from the school bus as needed.

Lunch / Food Policies
JK students are encouraged to bring a nutritious mid-morning snack and lunch each school day. An
optional afternoon snack break is provided for students who are hungry. Water bottles are permitted in
the classroom throughout the school day. Students are supervised by the teacher or by a designated EA
at meal times and are encouraged to eat a hearty serving of healthy foods before any sweet treats.
Mealtimes in the classroom provide a wonderful opportunity for learning about the names and nutritional
aspects of our food and for learning about environmentally sound means of disposing our garbage.
GCCS provides an opportunity for parents to participate in purchasing milk or a variety of healthy lunch
options in advance for their child. In addition, regular bake sales and pizza lunches are hosted by the
grade eight class in order to raise funds for their year-end field trip to Ottawa.
Special occasions in the classroom warrant the sharing of special foods! As we participate in classroom
cooking activities and shared cultural or finger food experiences, our aim is to provide ingredients of the
highest nutritional quality – whole, natural foods which are low in sugar content and free of food
additives. Individual food allergies and sensitivities are of prime consideration and are respected in the
preparation and serving of all foods in the classroom.
Parents wishing to share birthday treats with the class on the occasion of their child’s birthday are
encouraged to be in conversation with the teacher prior to bringing in or serving food items.

Rest Time
A thirty minute rest time is offered in the early afternoon each school day. Rest time provides a few quiet
minutes for students to slow down and catch their breath. Meditative music and a darkened classroom
set the stage for this peaceful time of “recharging”. Sleep or whispered conversation with friends is
permitted during our rest time each day. As we approach the end of the school year, rest time diminishes
in length and students are provided with the option of drawing, completing puzzles or browsing books.
The teacher uses each day’s rest period to work with individual students at an adjacent classroom table.
This brief meeting time between student and teacher provides a valuable opportunity for the teacher to
assess individual student skills or provide remedial assistance as needed in areas of difficulty.

Communication
General school news and class specific information is shared on-line via “Sycamore”. Parents of enrolled
students are provided access to on-line school information prior to the start of each upcoming school
year. The JK teacher is aware that parents often wish to know more about their child’s school experience
than a young child is willing or able to tell. JK Newsweeklys are prepared each week by the teacher and
posted on-line for the parent’s enjoyment and information. The JK Newsweekly provides an informative
summary of the week’s activities and lists important details about things to come.
The teacher is open to communicating by e-mail or talking to parents in person after school –provided
that all students have safely been dismissed and are out of “ear shot”.

Assessment
Assessment occurs on an ongoing basis in the JK
classroom and exists primarily for the purpose of
allowing the teacher to determine a child’s
individual strengths, needs, interests, and
learning style. By having first-hand knowledge of
child specific information, the teacher is in an
excellent position to plan activities which are
aimed to meet individual student needs and
interests.

Report Cards
Report cards are released to JK parents in
October, February, and June.
October’s report card offers a brief anecdotal
overview of the child’s beginning school
experience. It is coupled with a parent-teacher
interview and largely addresses the child’s
independence, behavior and social experience in
the classroom.
February and June report cards offer parents an overview of how the child is doing in all aspects of the
program. Mark Descriptors indicate if a child is progressing toward, meeting, or exceeding expectations
in the various areas of the program. Comments are included which briefly highlight each child’s strengths
and needs in the program. Parent-teacher interviews are scheduled by parent or teacher request in
February and at the end of the year as warranted by a student’s circumstances.

Parents and Teachers as Partners
At GCCs parents and teachers are viewed as partners in the
education of a child. The JK teacher invites and encourages
parents to be actively involved in the nuances of a child’s
learning program each week and may offer beneficial
suggestions or request parent participation in reviewing
specified concepts or skills with a child.

Parents as Volunteers
Parents are invited and encouraged to participate as volunteers in various aspects of the JK program.
Opportunities are available for parents to assist in: supervising students during the noon hour, to assist
in preparing weekly art materials, to assist in supervising students on class outings, and to participate in
cleaning toys during our mid and end of the year toy cleaning parties.

Special Events
Theme Celebrations
Classroom Visitors
School Visitors
Christmas and Spring Concerts
Grandparent’s and Grand Friend’s Day
Field Trips

Ready Set Read – JK Orientation Program
GCCS offers a JK orientation program to GCCS families and the wider
community for a nominal fee during the months of April and May
during each school year. Ready Set Read is a program designed for
children who will be turning 4 years old before the end of the
calendar year. Through arts and crafts, movement, games, stories,
and songs young children are introduced to the nuances of school
and challenged to begin an exciting journey towards reading and
writing. Families wishing to register their child for Ready Set Read
should contact the school office two to three months prior to the
start of the program.

A Month by Month Look at Our School Year

September
September is the month during which we are becoming familiar with school routines and expectations.
We are learning to find our way around the school building and we are discovering the wonderful nooks
and crannies of our classroom. In September we are learning to connect names and faces and we are
making new friends. Opportunities and activities in September are designed to orient students to school
life. During the month of September, we are learning to recognize the printed version of our names. We
are learning to hold a pencil and a pair of scissors and we are learning to trace very simple lines and
shapes. On our 10th of school we meet “Zero the Hero” who flies in from the planet Zero and promises to
pay a return visit to the classroom every tenth school day throughout the year. September offers a first
introduction to letters, numbers, shapes, colours, and patterns. It is the month during which we begin
to sing and play instruments together as friends. Creation studies activities in September invite us to
ponder the beautiful stories of the “Creation of the World”.

October
October provides an opportunity to explore a variety of seasonal activities. It is the month during which
we look to the trees and the season’s bountiful harvest for inspiration. Thanksgiving provides a wonderful
backdrop for the sights and sounds and flavours and colours of October. During the month of October we
celebrate the bounties of the farm and of our Creator. We enjoy corn, and apples, and potatoes,
pumpkins, and all of their associated by-products and festive fall activities. It is a month for scarecrow
building, circle dances, cooking, and comfort foods. In October we give thanks to God for the colour red
and we revel in our own October version of Canada Day. In October our devotional circles allow us to
focus on the stories of Abraham and Noah. Students enjoy participating in our “Arky, Arky - Animal Dressup Day” and get excited about using classroom building materials to create their own version of Noah’s
ark. In October we fall into a systematic pattern of learning a new letter and sound each week. Moms and
dads begin to look for and expect samples of our work to come home in a duotang every Friday. Library
books begin to travel to and from home on a regular basis. We are becoming familiar with the routine of
our week and look forward to opening up a good book with our reading buddies each week.

November
November – Snow-vember! As the temperature begins to dive in November, we become weather
watchers and explore ways in which animals of the forest and people prepare for winter. The dipping
thermometer becomes a focal point for our activities. November allows us to take a close look at squirrels,
and birds, and bears in autumn. We learn about the process of hibernation and migration. Our November
focus often prompts us to visit to the Guelph Lake Nature Centre – where we participate in a five senses
walk in the woods and get up close and personal with some animal critters. November activities
culminate in a Teddy Bear Picnic where we drag our teddy bears and picnic baskets to the back of the
school property for a shared picnic in the woods. November is the month during which we begin to don
and celebrate our winter wardrobe: coat, hat, scarf, boots and mitts. By the end of November, we have
learned to name five consonant and five vowel sounds and we are beginning to blend letter sounds to
read some simple three letter words. We are rote counting every day to thirty, working with numbers
and sets to five, and extending both ab and abb patterns. In our Bible talks we encounter the themes of
God’s enduring love and faithfulness as we focus on the stories of Joseph and of Moses and the Exodus.
Remembrance Day provides an opportunity for us to tackle the sensitive themes of war and peace, of
conflict and resolution.

December
Joy to the world! In December we learn what it means to be part of a “cultural mosaic”. We celebrate
the mix of ethnic groups, languages and cultures that coexist within our own classroom, school community
and larger society. In December we celebrate the coming of Jesus into our world. We focus on Jesus’
desire to bring peace and harmony to all nations. As we participate in a pseudo trip around the world,
we discover the many beautiful customs and traditions of Christmas. In December we learn to say hello
in many languages. Our reading, writing and math readiness goals are embellished with cultural singing,
dancing, and ethnic food experiences. Our monthly book shelf and class read-a-louds include a beautiful
selection of Christmas and “world themed” materials. A colourful selection of nativity costumes allow
students to re-enact the Christmas story during daily play activities and as part of our yearly Mexican
Posada. Sounds of Christmas fill the air as students participate in a variety of musical activities in
December: classroom sing-a-longs, jingle bell walks in the snow, school chapels and our annual GCCS
Christmas concert.

January
January is characterized by a month of peaceful plodding. Students return to school rested after a long
Christmas vacation and show a tremendous capacity to focus. It is the month during which we tackle
more challenging skills and concepts. Students showing signs of readiness are invited to begin our leveled
reading and sight word program. January is the month during which we begin to assess students in
earnest in preparation for report card writing in February. The teacher takes time to work with students
in small groups or individually during each day’s allotted centre and “rest times”. In January we take a
thoughtful look at the calendar, the significance of the new year, the seasons, the months of the year,
and our birthdates. January is the month during which we celebrate God’s gift of winter. We enjoy digging
in the snow with shovels and racing down the slide in slippery snow pants. We enjoy crisp winter hikes
and creating snow spirals in the vast untouched fields of snow behind our school. We enjoy building
snow families, snow forts and filling the forest with snow angels. In January we bring large bins of snow
indoors and as we investigate polar opposites, our classroom becomes a paradise for penguins and other
polar creatures. In January we explore a Bible theme called: “God’s People Listen to Him.” Included in
this unit are stories about King David, King Solomon, Joash – the boy king, Elijah, Elisha, Jonah, Daniel and
Esther.

February
February is a month during which we celebrate the gift of God’s love in our lives. We enjoy exploring the
themes of our home, our family, friends and feelings. Valentine’s Day sets the stage for some serious post
office play; for painting and cutting and pasting; and for sending valentines to our grandparents.
Students are invited to dress in castle costumes and to join the Queen of Hearts for tea in our annual
Valentine’s Day Celebration. In February GCCS students are invited to participate in the school’s annual
skate-a-thon and related incentive activities. In February, we open our Bibles to the New Testament and
we begin to study the life and stories of Jesus. As we focus on the stories of Jesus’ healing ministry, we
begin to take a look at the human body and all of its amazing parts. We explore our five senses and the
role of medical professionals in our communities . Our dramatic play area comes alive with the sights
and sounds of “doctor play”. A large box or storage bin becomes the temporary site of a hospital nursery
where infants are weighed, measured, bathed, swaddled, fed, and receive their first check-up. In
February, we unpack our mini-clocks and we learn to identify and sequence numbers around the clock
face to twelve. Our 50th day of school is celebrated with a “sock hop” in the gym. February is the month
during which report cards are sent home and during which parents and teachers meet to discuss students’
strengths and needs.

March
Rest, exercise, nutrition and keeping the germs at bay – these are all vantage points for promoting a
healthy “me” and these are often our guiding themes during the month of March. In March we enjoy
taking a brief look at the various food groups. We learn to classify healthy foods and recognize those that
should be eaten in moderation. We don our aprons and chef hats, unpack our box of kitchen tools and
utensils and enjoy a variety of Kinder Cooking activities. In March, our dramatic play area is equipped
with shopping carts, cash registers, grocery items and play money. We become familiar with the process
of exchanging cash for goods and we begin to sort and name our Canadian coins. By the March Break of
each school year, we have generally covered 18 of 26 letters and sounds. We are printing our first and
last names and many letters of the alphabet. We are sight reading our friends’ names and becoming
familiar with some beginning sight words. We have been introduced to many shapes, spatial positions,
ordinal number concepts and are rote counting to 60 each school day. As we contemplate the ongoing
stories of Jesus, we are learning to appreciate who he was and how he loved us. We are confronted with
the notion that like the disciples, we may choose to follow Jesus. It is during the month of March that we
sing songs which highlight the many wonderful names of Jesus: King of Kings, Lord of Lord, Alpha and
Omega, The Bread of Life, My Best Friend! It is during the month of March that we take off our socks,
paint the soles of our feet and create a path of footprints signifying our desire to follow Jesus.

April
In April we contemplate the stories of Jesus entry into Jerusalem, the palm branches, Jesus washing His
disciple’s feet, the Last Supper, Jesus praying in the garden, Jesus’ arrest, the cross, the burial of Jesus and
the resurrection. While the story of Jesus’ death meets with a somber response on the part of the
children, it is the joy of Jesus resurrection that leads to a joyful celebration of God’s grace and of new life
in April. As winter retreats more and more each day, we celebrate the arrival of springtime: birds, nests,
buds and blossoms – the exuberance of this joyful time of year beckons us to be outdoors – in the sunshine
and the rain. In April we rejoice in both the sun and the rain. The joyful spirit of springtime is mimicked
in our art projects, in our umbrella dancing, and in our singing and chanting. April is a time for planting
and watering seeds and for waiting on God to begin the process of new growth.

May
In May we consider the parables and teachings of Jesus – and we marvel at his wisdom. We focus on the
fruits of the spirit and the importance of developing Godly character. Our story of The Good Samaritan
often prompts a discussion about helping and “helping professions” in our community. Students need
little prompting to role play their own firefighting adventures after a visit from one of our local fire
fighters! Our dramatic play area during the month of May often replicates the scene of a fire – with
costumes, hoses, boots, fire hydrants, fire extinguishers and firefighters busy at work! During the month
of May we climb to the top of Centennial Hill for the telling of the Ascension Story. We look down on the
city of Guelph and we think about the way in which Jesus’ also looked down on “the city” with great
compassion. We remember Jesus words of commissioning - to take the story of his love to the nations.
We send a single white balloon heavenward with our prayers and then roll down the hill in the direction
of the park for a beautiful playtime and picnic in the sun. During the month of May we welcome
grandparents to our classroom for our school’s annual “Grandparent’s and Grandfriend’s Day”. It is a
thrill to meet all of the grandparents who introduced themselves to us by way of postcards and letters
during the month of February. It is delightful to see our students performing on stage, and heart -warming
to watch children and their grandparents playing side by side in the classroom on Grandparent’s Day.

June
June signals the approaching end of our school year together. It is a time for celebrating our achievements
and each other’s good company at school. It is a time for final assessments, for report card writing and
for cleaning up the classroom. During the month of June, parents are called on to participate in our year
end field trip and to assist in disinfecting toys and other classroom materials. The warm days of June take
us outdoors and make it possible for us to engage in outdoor sports and games, picnics, and refreshing
water play activities. Ocean and beach themed materials provide an exciting backdrop for our final
teaching and learning activities of the school year. Songs and stories about fish, turtles, and beach
adventures begin to set the stage for our much anticipated summer vacation. June’s Bible talks point to
the themes of Pentecost and the stories of the early church. Year-end activities in the classroom include
an informal JK graduation ceremony in which parents and students are invited to watch a slide show of
our school year together. Ice cream Sundaes, memories of a happy school year, the company of newly
found friends, and the realization of God’s great blessing in our fast changing lives make this a memorable
and touching occasion.

JK – Sample Schedule
MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

8:15 a.m.

EA Arrives
Bus Arrives

8:15 a.m.

EA Arrives
Bus Arrives

EA Arrives
Bus Arrives

8:30 a.m.

Bell Rings / Sign In
Creative Play

8:30 a.m.

Bell Rings / Sign In
Creative Play

Bell Rings / Sign In
Creative Play

9:00 a.m.

Devotional Circle:
Songs / Sharing / Prayer
Bible Lesson

9:00 a.m.

Devotional Circle:
Songs / Sharing / Prayer
Bible Lesson

Devotional Circle:
Songs / Sharing / Prayer /
Bible Lesson

9:20 a.m.

Literacy Activities

9:20 a.m.

Literacy Activities

Literacy Activities

9:40 a.m.

Printing / Fine Motor
Activities

9:40 a.m.

Printing / Fine Motor
Activities

Printing / Fine Motor
Activities

10:00 a.m. Washroom Cue
Snack Time

10:00 a.m.

Washroom Cue
Snack Time

Washroom Cue
Snack Time

10:20 a.m. Gym (10:25 – 11:05 a.m.)

10:20 a.m.

Outdoor Play

Outdoor Play

11:00 a.m. Calendar / Weather
Transition to Centres

10:50 a.m.

Calendar / Weather
Transition to Centres

Calendar / Weather
Transition to Centres

11:05 a.m. Centre Activities
Creative Play / Inquiry

11:00 a.m.

Centre Activities
Creative Play / Inquiry

Centre Activities
Creative Play / Inquiry

12:00 a.m. Clean-up Time

12:00 a.m.

Clean-up Time

Clean-up Time

12:10 p.m. Read-a-loud

12:10 p.m.

Read-a-loud

Read-a-loud

12:20 p.m. Lunch / Washroom Cue

12:20 p.m.

Lunch / Washroom Cue

Lunch / Washroom Cue

12:50 p.m. Outdoor Play

12:50 p.m.

Outdoor Play

Outdoor Play

1:20 p.m.

Tidy Up Playground Toys

1:20 p.m.

Tidy Up Playground Toys

Tidy Up Playground Toys

1:25 p.m.

JK Bell Rings to Re-enter

1:25 p.m.

JK Bell Rings to Re-enter

JK Bell Rings to Re-enter

1:35 p.m.

Rest Time /
Individual Assessment

1:35 p.m.

Rest Time /
Individual Assessment

Rest Time /
Individual Assessment

2:05 p.m.

Circle Time:
Music / Math Activities

2:05 p.m.

Circle Time:
Music / Math Activities

Circle Time:
Music / Math Activities

2:40 p.m.

Creative Play

2:40 p.m.

Creative Play
Library (2:35 - 3:15 p.m.)

Reading Buddies
With grade 6

3:00 p.m.

Clean-up time

3:00 p.m.

Clean-up Time

Clean-up Time

3:10 p.m.

Friendship Circle

3:10 p.m.

Friendship Circle

Friendship Circle

3:20 p.m.

Dismissal / Sign Out

3:20 p.m.

Dismissal / Sign Out

Dismissal / Sign Out

3:27 p.m.

Bus Departs

3:27 p.m.

Bus Departs

Bus Departs

EA - 30 Minute Lunch break - 11:45 – 12:15
Teacher – 30 Minute Lunch break +16 minutes of prep. time - 12:45 – 1:30
Parent Volunteers assist from 12:20 – 1:35 p.m.

Program Objectives
Themes: All About School; The Farm: A Farmer’s Jobs, Farm Animals; Autumn: Thanksgiving, The Harvest; Autumn
Weather, Getting Ready For Winter: Squirrels, Birds/Migration, Hibernation, Winter Clothing; Christmas Around The
World; Patterns in Time, Winter Weather; Penguins; The Post Office, My Home/My Family; Friends; Feelings; My Body
- Inside and Out; Healthy Me; Celebrating God’s Gift of Food, Spring: Rain, Planting, Creatures That Hatch, Bugs and
Butterflies; Fire Safety; Transportation: On Land, In the Water, In The Air; Summer; The Beach; Oceans/Ocean Creatures
Bible / Spiritual Development: Curriculum: “Walking With God And His People” (C.S.I. material) and other
Asking questions and expressing ideas about God; participation in daily devotions: prayer, Bible lesson, singing;
memorizing simple Scripture Verses; participation in class service projects
Math Readiness Skills: Problem solving; rote counting to 30; matching, recognition, identification and printing of numerals
0-10; matching sets and numbers (0-10); matching one to one; matching, recognition, identification and drawing basic
shapes; introduction to graphing, estimation; extending and creating patterns; understanding of simple time concepts;
matching and beginning recognition of coins; understanding of concepts that describe length, weight, height, size
Reading Readiness Skills: Curriculum: Jolly Phonics and other
Matching, recognition, and identification of letters; beginning association of letters and their phonetic sounds, , beginning
awareness of rhyming words, manipulating sounds in words, clapping syllables; introductory reading activities using
predictable and decodable leveled readers; introductory sight word activities
Language Arts Activities: Expressive and receptive vocabulary building; exposure to children’s literature; comparing,
classifying and sorting, sequencing 2-4 pictures to tell story; memorizing finger plays / poems; dictating stories for
classroom journals; opportunities for dramatization; understanding opposites; drawing a picture to tell story; telling a
familiar story or recounting of events
Fine Motor Skills: Curriculum: Handwriting Without Tears
Holding a pencil correctly; combining simple lines and shapes to draw objects or people; tracing and copying: letters,
numbers, and simple shapes; cutting (straight lines, curves, simple shapes); advancing skill and creativity in use of art
media (pasting, folding and tearing, painting, drawing, use of play dough, etc.); building complex block structures; using
stencils, lacing cards, stringing beads, hammer and nails, peg boards, pouring toys; fastening buttons and zippers
Gross Motor Skills: Curriculum: CSI Phys-ed Program, OPHEA Physical and Health Education Program
1. Locomotor skills (walking, running, jumping, skipping, galloping, hopping); 2. Non-locomotor skills (stretching, bending,
pushing, pulling, rocking, swinging, etc.); 3. Manipulative skills (accuracy in catching, throwing); 4. Kicking of stationary
and moving balls; 5. Body awareness (identification of larger and smaller body parts); 6. Spatial awareness
(understanding of spatial concepts: up, down, on, under, here, there, in front, behind, around, through, over, above,
below); 7. Balance activities (on one foot, walking forward / backward on a line or balance beam); 8. Participation in
rhythmic and creative movement activities; 9. Cooperation in-group games; 10. Safe use of gym equipment
Music: Curriculum: "Music Play For Kindergarten” and supplementary materials
Participation in speaking, chanting, singing; development of pitch and rhythm; imitation of clapping patterns; tone
matching; understanding dynamic contrasts: loud/soft, fast/slow, legato/staccato, high/low; recognizing interval patterns;
introduction to instruments; participation in creative movement / dance; exposure to wide varieties of music
General Readiness: Printing of first name; recognition of printed names of classmates; beginning awareness of birth date
and days of week; matching, recognition, and identification of 8 basic colours; independence in dressing / undressing at
arrival / departure times; independence in toileting and washing hands; independence in daily snack routine; following 34 step instructions; attention span of 20 minutes for teacher-directed activities; participating readily in clean-up routine;
completing self-initiated projects
Socialization: Taking turns; participation in cooperative play; listening to and conversing with others;
using words to describe needs/desires/feelings; showing understanding of basic fairness/unfairness; using
social etiquette when speaking; showing sympathetic behaviour to playmates in distress

Junior Kindergarten
Optional Themes To Explore
SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

Ready, Set, School
The Farm: A Farmer’s Job
The Farm: Farm Animals

Trees / Leaves
Autumn / Thanksgiving
The Harvest
Apples
Corn / Scarecrows
Potatoes
Wheat
Pumpkins

The Forest in the Fall
Camping
Autumn Weather
Preparing for Winter:
Squirrels
Birds / Migration
Bears / Hibernation

DECEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

Peace on Earth
Christmas Around the World
The Birth of Jesus

Patterns in Time
The Four Seasons
Winter Weather
Animals of The Artic
Polar Opposites: Penguins
and Polar Bears
Dinosaurs
My Family
My House / My Home
The Post Office

Valentine's Day
Friends
Feelings
My Amazing Body
Healthy Me
A Visit to the Doctor
My Five Senses
Dental Health

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

Nutrition / Kindercooking
The Grocery Store
Money

Good Friday / Easter
Creatures That Hatch
Birds in Spring
Butterflies
Rain / Puddles / Mud
/Rainbows
The Water Cycle
Pond Life
My Garden
Sensational Plants
Worms
Insect Investigators

Mother's Day
My Community / Jobs
Fire Safety
The Police Officer
The Road Crew
Road Safety
Land Transportation
Air Travel
Space Travel
Water Travel

JUNE
Father's Day
Summer Weather / The Sun
The Beach
Oceans / Ocean Creatures
JK Graduation

Changing themes / areas of study will occur throughout the school year.
Themes will vary from year to year based on student interest.

